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Outline
■ Discourses of Sustainability and Resilience
■ The Rise of Academic-led publishing - 3 profiles
– Open Humanities Press
– meson press
– Language Science press
■ Jisc Report – Changing Publishing Ecologies
– Characteristics of ALPs
– Needs and Requirements
– Recommendations and Steps Forward
■ Radical Open Access
– The Radical Open Access Collective
What is sustainability?
■ Single model or entire system?
■ Commercially viable?
■ Short or long term?
■ Self-sustaining?
■ Sustainability for who?
■ For the Sciences of for the Humanities too?
Hence when the OA discussion shifts to sustainable business 
models, it invariably becomes a discussion about the publishing 
business. The implication is that what needs sustaining are the 
publishers themselves. (…) From the scholarly perspective, what 
needs sustaining is not publishers, but rather a communication 
system that supports its culture of inquiry. That is to say, what 
needs to be sustained ultimately is the culture of free critical 
inquiry certified by the rigors of open collaboration.
(David Ottina, 2013)
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Characteristics of Academic-Led Presses
■ Community-based and led
■ Open Access
■ Commercialisation of Scholarship
■ Not-for-Profit
■ Experimental and Multimodal Scholarship
■ Extension of Critical Work & Ethics of Care
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Needs and Requirements
■ Distribution to libraries 
■ Support with Finances, Accounting and Labour 
■ Preservation
■ Legal advice 
■ Commercial software/partners
■ Funding for publications
■ Legitimating the scholar-publishing enterprise 
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Recommendations and steps forward
■ Toolkit
– Technological solutions: tools and software
– Guidelines for metadata, preservation and dissemination
– Provide legal advice and model contracts
– How to/best practice manuals: setting up an ALP
– Financial best practice
– Marketing & communications plans
■ Support community building
– Library Publishing Collective
– Radical Open Access Collective


Radical Open Access
■ Repositioning Open Access
■ Critiques of the Status Quo/Reimagining Scholarship
■ Experimentation
■ New and underserved cultures of knowledge
■ Ethics of Care
Experimentation
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